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Abstract. One of the main challenges in data integration is to create an extensible end-to-end system, 
which will perform not only extraction, but also schema alignment and entity resolution techniques. This is 
even more challenging in a world of the big data, when we have to deal with the large number of 
heterogeneous data sources. In this case the system has to be automatic and less user depended. This paper 
aims to overview and analyze the modern approaches and systems to successfully perform big data 
integration. This work is performed as a master thesis, which is aimed to propose an architecture of the system 
to perform integration of heterogenous sources in a distributed computation environment, implement and 
apply it to a real-world problem of e-commerce domain as a part of master thesis. 
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1 Introduction 
The Web contains ever-increasing massive amount of 
heterogenous data sources which can consist of structured 
and unstructured data. Data integration systems aim to 
integrate massive amount of the sources, but they are still 
limited to the human resource that is needed to perform 
data source selection, to develop rules to perform schema 
alignment and to resolve entities. Some applications 
provide very good results in automation of these processes 
in a limited scope of the problem, but their design does not 
allow performing end-to-end data integration and being 
extensible. 

Data integration is a complex problem, that 
traditionally consists of three steps: schema alignment, 
record linkage and data fusion. Each of these steps even 
harder to perform for the big data integration, because of 
volume, velocity, veracity and variety of the data and 
heterogenous sources. The schema alignment aspects are 
addressed by implementing probabilistic schemas and 
mappings, profiling and scoring the sources. The record 
linkage problem is addressed by implementing 
incremental updates, by using blocking function, 
combinations of blocking functions and meta blocking, 
and by implementation of smart crowdsourcing system, by 
considering time in attribute changes of the entity and 
applying tagging algorithm to extract additional data from 
unstructured and semi-structured data. The data fusion 
step is addressed not only by user defined function, but 
also with algorithms that detect data copies. Traditionally 
to resolve the ambiguity on each step, involvement of 
experienced user required, but for big data integration 
systems the aim is to automate this work using different 
techniques. Enterprise data integration systems in general 
provide us with end-to-end solution, they lack automation 

in the field of entity resolution and data fusion. The 
research systems have a wide variety of automation 
attempts, but in general do not provide end-to-end 
solutions and are good only for some specific problem. 

Last but not least important feature of a modern big 
data integration system is the distributed computation 
environment, such as Hadoop or Ignite, which is crucial 
due to the volume and velocity of sources and data.  
Different computational models implemented over 
mentioned environments like Spark and MapReduce can 
be applied. 

This paper aims to overview and analyze the modern 
approaches and systems to successfully perform big data 
integration. This work is performed as a master thesis, 
which is aimed to propose an architecture of the system to 
perform integration of heterogenous sources in a 
distributed computation environment, implement and   
apply it to a real-world problem of e-commerce domain as 
a part of master thesis. In this paper the related work and 
architecture are analyzed and overviewed and the current 
progress of implementation is reported. As future work the 
proposed list of the methods and approaches is planned to 
be thoroughly implemented. 

In section 2 some of modern methods and approaches 
to address various aspects of big data integration problem 
are outlined. In section 3 enterprise and research data 
integration systems in which approaches from section 2 
are implemented are compared. In section 4 the 
architecture and various design choices are described. In 
section 5 the implementation of the architecture to the real-
world problem and the current progress is described. 

2 Methods Supporting Different Aspects of 
Big Data Integration 

2.1 Schema Alignment 

One of the major steps in data integration is schema 
alignment. This step traditionally consists of developing a 
mediated schema, attribute matching and schema 
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mapping. A mediated schema is created to provide a 
unified view of the heterogeneous sources. Then attributes 
in each source schema are matched to the corresponding 
attributes in the mediated schema. A schema mapping is 
built between each source schema and the mediated 
schema, it specifies the semantic relationships between the 
contents of different data sources and is used to 
reformulate a query on the mediated schema into a set of 
queries on the underlying data sources.  

2.1.1 Probabilistic Schemas and Mappings  

The probabilistic mediated schema [1] can be thought of 
as a “clustering” of source attributes. Similar attributes of 
sources are grouped into the same cluster - mediated 
attribute. The probabilistic schema mapping [2] allows us 
to describe a probability distribution of a set of possible 
schema mappings between a source schema and a target 
schema. Both methods work the best in combination in 
pay-as-you-go approach, which addresses the variety and 
velocity problem of big data integration at schema 
alignment step. Given a query, this combination generates 
best-effort or approximate answers from data sources 
where perfect schema mappings do not exist and directs 
which schema is worth integrating manually. 

 In [1] the combination of probabilistic mediated 
schema and probabilistic schema mapping is evaluated on 
web tables crawled in five domains, where each domain 
contains 50–800 web tables (i.e., data sources). The 
methods obtained an F-measure over 0.9 in query 
answering on every domain comparing with an integration 
system where schema mappings are manually specified. 

2.1.2 Source Scoring - Evaluate Sources Before 
Alignment 

In [3] it is shown that using several real-world data sets is 
not always worth integrating all available sources. For 
example, integrating new sources may not increase the 
coverage significantly, while the total cost will increase. 
Even worse, some low-quality data sources can even affect 
the accuracy of integrated data negatively, while still 
adding to the total cost. In [3] the problem of source 
selection which is performed before real integration is 
proposed. This approach balances the cost and benefit of 
integrating the source.  It also shows that source selection 
in the context of data fusion is NP-complete in general, and 
that a straightforward greedy algorithm can generate an 
arbitrarily bad solution. 

The greedy randomised adaptive search procedure 
(GRASP) [4] addresses the limitations of the greedy 
approach in two ways: firstly, instead of making a greedy 
decision in every step, secondly, in each repetition, after 
generating the initial solution, it performs local search in a 
hill-climbing fashion. Both components make it possible 
to reach a near-optimal selection. GRASP is significantly 
better than Greedy in selecting the subset of sources with 
the highest profit and quite scalable, taking less than 1 hour 
for synthetic data with up to 1 million sources of various 
accuracy distributions. 

2.1.3 Source Profiling 

The goal of source profiling is to effectively address the 
challenging problem of helping users understand the 

source contents, before they even decide whether 
integration needs to be performed [5]. In [6] an approach 
to summarise the contents of a relational source is 
proposed, so that users can quickly identify the data 
domains of the source, and the main tables in which each 
type of information resides. 

The source schema summarisation obtains about 70% 
accuracy on the three pre-classified categories in [6].  

2.2 Record Linkage 

The goal of record linkage is to decide which records refer 
to the same entity, and which refer to different entities. 
Record linkage consists of three main steps: blocking, 
pairwise matching (compares a pair or records), and 
clustering. 

The pairwise matching step compares a pair of records 
to find out whether they refer to the same entity, while the 
clustering step makes a decision whether the results of the 
pairwise step are globally consistent. Since pairwise 
matching requires a quadratic number of record pair 
comparisons, blocking step aims to decrease the number 
of pairwise comparisons. 

It is also worth mentioning that algorithms based on 
knowledge and ontology exists, which are not considered 
in this overview due to the lack of space. Moreover, it does 
not meet the goal as end-to-end system should work with 
a large variety of heterogenous sources. In this case, it is 
not expected that any significant number of data sources 
meet such level of formalization. 

2.2.1 Multiple and Meta Blocking Schemas 

The records could be partitioned by using a blocking 
function that is the composition of values of the attributes. 
The advantage of this approach, instead of performing 
pairwise comparison of all records, we do this for subsets 
of records, which significantly lowers the number of 
comparisons. The disadvantage is that this strategy may 
produce false negatives, which prevent from comparison 
of pairs that refer to one entity. 

To address this disadvantage in [7] it is shown that 
using multiple blocking functions could result in high 
quality record linkage without necessarily incurring a high 
cost. In [8] meta-blocking is proposed as an alternative 
approach to this problem, which builds an edge-weighted 
blocking graph G, for a set of blocks, where the nodes of 
G are the records that occur in at least one block of B, and 
(undirected) edges connect pairs of records that co-occur 
in at least one block. In [8] it is shown experimentally that 
this method improves blocking efficiency significantly, 
often by 1-2 order of magnitude, while preserving high 
recall. 

2.2.2 BlockSplit and PairRange 

It is shown in [9] even with blocking, record linkage 
for big data sets can take significant time span. To address 
this volume issue, in [10] it is proposed to use MapReduce 
programming model, which is highly effective in 
parallelising data-intensive computing in cluster 
environment. The straightforward approach would be to 
pass every block as a separate job for reducer, but since 
blocks are not even sized, it is better to balance the 
pairwise matching. In [10] two methods - BlockSplit and 
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PairRange are proposed.  
BlockSplit aims to split the blocks and balance the 

load.  
PairRange globally enumerates each comparison and 

splits it into equal sized tasks. 
In [10] it is shown that both PairRange and BlockSplit 

are stable across all data skews, with small advantage of 

PairRange and is also stated that BlockSplit and PairRange 
scale and keep being close to the number of reducers. 

2.2.3 Incremental Record Linkage 

In record linkage we face the velocity problem, since 
each data source update makes results of record linkage 

Table 1 Methods and Systems for Data Integration 

Stage Sub-stage Approach Enterprise Data Integration Systems Research Data Integration Systems 

Sc
he

m
a 

A
lig

nm
en

t 

 
Probabilistic schema mapping 

 
Das Sarma et al. [2] DI 2008 

Probabilistic mediated schema 
 

Das Sarma et al. [2] DI 2008 

Pay-as-you-go 
 

Das Sarma et al. [2] DI 2008 

Source scoring 
 

GRASP 2011 [4] 

Source profiling 
 

Summarize RDB [6] 2009, ITBenchmarking [28] 
2017 

Rule-based (user defined) Talend [18], CloverETL [19], Centerprise 
[20], Attunity [21], Pentaho ETL[22], 
Jaspersoft ETL[22], jBoss Teiid [23] 

SERF [24] 2009, Hyperion [26]  2016 

Other automatic schema alignment approach 
 

Hyperion [26] 2016, BigGorilla [27] 2017, 
ITBenchmarking [28] 2017 

R
ec

or
d 

Li
nk

ag
e 

Blocking Balanced Mapreduce 
 

CrowdER [12] 2012-2014 

Multiple blocking schemas Attunity [21] Herna ́ndez and Stolfo DI [7] 1998 

Meta blocking schema 
 

ERBlockingframework [8] 2014-2018 

Other type of optimization Talend [18], CloverETL [19] OYSTER [25] 2012-2016, ITBenchmarking [28] 2017 

Pairwise 
matching 

Connected Component algorithm 
 

CrowdER [12] 2012-2014, Gruenheid et al [11] 2014 

Iterative algorithm  
 

Gruenheid et al. [11] 2014 

Greedy Incremental Algorithm 
 

OYSTER [25] 2012-2016, Gruenheid et al. [11] 2014 

Rule-based Talend [18], CloverETL [19], Centerprise 
[20], Attunity [21], Pentaho ETL[22], 
Jaspersoft ETL[22], jBoss Teiid [23] 

Herna ́ndez and Stolfo DI [7] 1998 

Other type of pairwise optimization Talend [18], CloverETL [19] OYSTER 2012-2016, BigGorilla 2017, 
ITBenchmarking [28] 2017 

Clustering Crowdsourcing 
 

CrowdER [12] 2012-2014 

Text file parse (tagging) Bing shopping and product 
catalog, 2011 [14] 

 

Time consideration in data (agreement/disageement 
decay) 

 
OYSTER [25] 2012-2016 

Other type of domain methods to refine clusters 
 

OYSTER [25] 2012-2016, ITBenchmarking [28] 2017 

D
at

a 
Fu

si
on

 

 
Accucopy 

 
Dong et al 2009 [17] 

Temporal data Fusion 
 

Dong et al 2009 [17], TemporalLinkage [15] 2011 

Third dimension considers extractors 
 

Dong et al 2009 [17] 

Data Profiling (for rule based intuition) Talend [18], CloverETL [19], 
Centerprise[20], Attunity [21], Pentaho 
ETL[22], Jaspersoft ETL[22], jBoss Teiid 
[23] 

Centerprise [20], Attunity [21] 

obsolete, we must perform record linkage again. It is 
also important to mention, that besides speeding up the 
record linkage process, our goal is to preserve the quality. 
The ConnectedComponent algorithm [11] considers only 
the clusters in the previous record linkage result that are 
directly or indirectly connected to the nodes in the update. 

The Iterative algorithm [11] starts with the clusters in 
the previous record linkage result that are directly 
connected to the nodes in the update and expands it only 
when necessary. 

The disadvantage of clustering component is that the 
graphs considered may be too large, and the disadvantage 

of the iterative algorithm is that to converge we may need 
to consider a large number of such sub-graphs. The Greedy 
Incremental algorithm [11] addresses this problem. The 
algorithm considers three possible operations - split 
cluster, merge clusters and move nodes from one cluster to 
another based on the lowest penalty value  

In [11] the benefits of the incremental algorithms over 
batch linkage are experimentally shown. The efficiency of 
record linkage significantly improves, often by 1-2 orders 
of magnitude. Using a synthetic data shows that the 
Greedy algorithm is the most robust in noisy 
environments. 
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2.2.4 Crowdsourcing 

A system is a crowdsourcing system if it enlists a crowd of 
humans to help solve a problem defined by the system 
owners. A naive approach to crowdsourcing record 
linkage would result in human intelligent tasks, which for 
big data integration is not scalable. CrowdER [12] discards 
all pairs with low likelihood of being matched, using 
automatic entity resolution techniques, it also exploits the 
fact that record linkage satisfies the transitive relations. 
The key contribution was made by labelling the records in 
the long chains of such relations, they should be label in 
decreasing order of likelihood. 

In [13] sequential and parallel strategies on two real-
world public datasets, using simulation and amazon 
mechanical turk (AMT) are experimentally evaluated. On 
the Cora data set of research publications, using transitive 
relations reduces the number of crowdsourced record pairs 
by 95%. On the Abt-Buy product data set, about 20% 
crowdsourced record pairs are saved. 

2.2.5 Text File Parsing 

Many applications see a need to link unstructured text 
data, while they have structured data. In [14] a supervised 
learning approach tagging to create a mapping from 
unstructured data to structured data is presented. It 
performs tagging of strings in the text snippet with 
attribute names and predicting the most promising 
mapping (tagging). 

In [14] experimentally shown that this method is 
scalable especially with the use of blocking function. This 
system is deployed and used to match all the offers 
received by Bing Shopping to the Bing product catalog. 

2.2.6 Temporal Record Linkage 

Temporal record linkage addresses the problem of record 
evolution over time which belongs to veracity problem of 
big data integration. A strategy described in [15] is based 
on assumption that entities evolves smoothly, this process 
typically is not erratic and attribute values have continuity 
property (in the small time gaps it is likely that attributes 
are less likely to change). This strategy invents two 
coefficients. Disagreement decay - denotes the probability 
that one entity changes its attribute value within time gap. 
Agreement decay - denotes the probability that two 
different entities have the same attribute value within time 
gap. Then we multiply these coefficients by similarity of 
attributes.  

In [15] experimentally using DBLP data set it is shown 
that F-measure improved by 43% over traditional record 
linkage. 

2.3 Data Fusion 

The data fusion is the third component of data integration. 
In [16] a data fusion architecture consists of three steps 
truth discovery (according to the correctness of its values), 
trustworthiness evaluation, copy detection between data 
sources. Due to the lack of space we consider only  
Accucopy family of algorithms. 

2.3.1 Basic Accucopy 

In [16] end-to-end AccuCopy algorithm based on 

architecture from section 2.3 is proposed. The algorithm 
proposed in [16] was evaluated experimentally using the 
Flight data set, where copying happens a lot between low-
quality sources, most models that consider source 
accuracy obtain even lower precision than naive voting. 
AccuCopy, on the other hand, significantly improves the 
precision of the results over naive voting, by 9.1%.  

2.3.2 Temporal Accucopy 

In the real-world sources are usually non-static and the 
truth changes over time. The Temporal Accucopy data 
fusion decides the true value of the data item at each time. 
In [17] it is suggested to consider source quality in 
dynamic setting and the lifespan of each data item. In [17] 
the dynamic data fusion algorithm is experimentally 
evaluated using a restaurant data set including over 5K 
restaurants in Manhattan, crawled from 12 web sources 
weekly in a period of 8 weeks. In this period 467 
restaurants were marked by some source as being closed 
and among them 280 were indeed closed. The proposed 
method obtains a F-measure of 0.86; Precision = 0.86 
(considering all these restaurants as closed yields Precision 
=0.60) Recall = 0.87(considering restaurants marked by at 
least two data sources as closed yields Recall=0.34). 

2.3.2 Extractors as Third Dimension in Accucopy 

It also worth considering the extractors as a third 
dimension to address the variety problem as it is proposed 
in [17], which shows that those being extracted by at least 
8 extractors have a much higher accuracy (on average 70% 
higher) than those being extracted by a single extractor. 

3 Software Systems for Big Data Integration 
The following data integration systems comparison is 
divided into two sections - enterprise and research since 
the enterprise systems in general lack of the advanced 
methods, and research systems are not as user friendly as 
enterprise ones.  

3.1 Enterprise Data Integration Systems 

Table (see Table 1) outlines the main distinguishable 
features. All seven systems share common, they are all 
good at data extraction, but schema alignment step heavily 
relying on a rule-based approach. Only Talend[18] and 
CloverETL[19] provide some basic automatic tools for 
entity resolution. Centerprise [20] and Attunity [21] 
provide only rule-based option, while LANSA is not 
designed for entity resolution within the system. Pentaho 
ETL[22], Jaspersoft ETL[22], jBoss Teiid[23] are focused 
on big data ETL processes. The problem is they are not 
designed to work with a large number of the heterogenous 
and schema evolving sources. It is worth mentioning, that 
Pentaho ETL, Jaspersoft ETL, jBoss Teiid have advanced 
visual data management tools, which help users to manage 
the data flow and prepare custom rules for big data 
integration. They have an ability to be expanded by custom 
user scripts. All of them, except LANSA provide data 
profiling to assess the quality of the data sources, based on 
data.   
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3.2 Research Data Integration Systems 

Table (see Table 1) also outlines the features of the 
research systems. SERF [24] has fixed schema mappings, 
but it is worth mentioning their entity resolution approach, 
where each entry merged based on vote of each metric. 
OYSTER [25] is an entity resolution system, it is not 
design to be end-to-end data integration system but 
provides a lot of automation in the entity resolution. It has 
probabilistic direct matching, transitive linking (when 
entry A matches B, and B matches C - then A also matches 
C) and assert linking (when entries A and B have different 
names but are based on prior knowledge of their 
equivalence this system will link them together), and also 
allows users to fix conflicts. Hyperion [26] intensively 
relies on peer-to-peer approach for data integration, it 
provides an API to which sources must conform to be in 
the peer-to-peer network, this approach is a different angle 
of and ontology-based solution, but still can not be applied 
to wide range of heterogeneous data sources. BigGorilla 
[27] follows the approach of a module-based system, while 
the system itself can not provide rich functionality, it aims 
to be a part of the bigger system. ITBenchmarking [28] 
relies on ontology-based solution, that is hardly applicable 
for the domain with high amount of heterogeneous data 
sources. It provides automatic schema alignment and 
entity resolution based on ontology. UFeed [29] refines 
schema mappings and mediated schema based on user 
actions over query answers. 

4 Architecture 
In this section the architecture and user workflow in data 
integration are presented, which aims to address some of 
the outlined big data integration problems. An 
implementation of the architecture is developed on 
Python. It will be implemented in the distributed 
computation environment to address the volume and 
velocity of sources and data. The variety of approaches 
such as MapReduce or even more high-level ones such as 
Spark [30] will be considered and one of them will be 
chosen. 
The data flow is depicted in Figure 1. As it is shown in 
Figure 1, the owner of the system initiates the search of the 
relevant sources. The sources are filtered by machine 
learning algorithm that is based on various meta attributes 
of a particular source, which can be performed with 
various clustering algorithms. Along with the source the 
owner provides user defined rules or program to extract 
the data from the source, which will be refined in using 
extraction rule generator component, which have to be 
refined because of the velocity problem of the sources. To 
implement this component tagging [14] is applied and if it 
does not provide a reliable rule the component notifies the 
owner of the system in case similarity between database 
updates is lower than the threshold. This data is stored in 
extraction support database. The extractor component 
initiates the extraction procedure on distributed system 
according to the time schedule, rules and sources list in 
extraction support database. It stores the extracted 
information in the database for extracted entries 

 
Figure 1 Data Flow 

and then record linkage step is performed, which stores the 
information in database for resolved entries. At record 
linkage step the volume problem is addressed by 
implementing blocking and by balancing the pairwise 
comparison with PairRange [10] in distributed 
computational jobs, which flattens equally the load, while 
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the velocity problem is addressed by implementing the 
Incremental linkage [11].  Finally, the data fusion step is 
performed on the resolved entries information and the 
results stored in the fused database. This step implemented 
by applying k-partite graph to identify the true value of the 
attribute [31] and user defined functions. On the top of 
that, an analyst can perform queries on fused database and 
fetch the response. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
The paper presents an overview of methods and 

systems for big data integration. A big data architecture is 
provided, that combines the most promising approaches 
addressing big data integration problems in a distributed 
computation environment and covers most of major steps 
of data integration. The architecture and the big data 
integration workflow intended to be highly extensible and 
address various problems are suggested. As an 
implementation of source selection algorithm, machine 
learning techniques are chosen to be applied to assess 
whether the source should be ever integrated. To refine 
rules, tagging or notifying owner the system is applied in 
case similarity between database updates is lower than the 
threshold. For the record linkage step, Blocking with 
Incremental linkage is applied to address the volume and 
velocity problem implemented with PairRange to balance 
the load and solve the volume problem. Also, k-partite 
graph is applied to identify true value of the attribute and 
perform user-defined rules. 

The initial steps of architecture implementation are 
performed. At the current state by a given list of the 
sources the system is capable of extracting information 
based on rule or program defined by user; perform record 
linkage without optimisation and fuse the data with user 
defined and pre-defined functions. As an application area 
for the implementation e-commerce domain is used.  

As a future work it is planned to implement the whole 
architecture as a stand-alone software solution over a 
distributed computational environment. 
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